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KEY BENEFITS

Delivers the true distance to the flag by incorporating 
elevation changes and atmospheric conditions with True Golf 
Range™ (TGR) technology.

Identifies the pin from the obstacles around it, like trees and 
bushes, and uses the information to accurately locate and 
lock on to the pin with Flag Lock.

Provides audible alerts when the rangefinder locks onto the 
prism, instantly displaying the distance, and speeding up the 
pace of play.

Makes club recommendations based on your normal striking 
distances and the TGR of your shot. It’s like having your own 
caddie who knows your every shot.

Delivers fast, accurate readings with our Digitally eNhanced 
Accuracy™ (DNA) ranging engine.

Eliminates false readings caused by background obstacles 
like bushes and trees, making zeroing-in on the flag fast and 
easy using PinHunter 3 technology. 

Multiple quick readings in one easy sweep with the press 
of a button the GX-6c continuously updates with laser-
accurate ranges making it easy to plot your strategy off  
the tee.

Image Stabilization technology drastically reduces 
movement caused by shaky hands and stabilizes both the 
image and the laser to deliver accurate ranges.

The GX-6c eliminates errors and guarantees accurate ranging on the course. Using Flag 
Lock technology, the GX-6c quickly identifies the pin from the surrounding obstacles, 
like trees and bushes, and uses the information to locate and lock on to the pin the first 
time, every time. The combination of True Golf Range and Club Selector Technologies 
provides personalized ranges and club recommendations based on your hitting strength, 
slope, and environmental conditions. The GX-6c provides the same incredible durability, 
ruggedness, and speed of our other GX rangefinders, while delivering improved 
accuracy and efficiency so you can golf with total confidence, shot after shot.



GX-6c

KEY FEATURES

Bright red OLED display

Mirror coated lenses for 
high light transmission

Lightweight aluminum 
housing

Durable rubber armor 
coating

6x magnification

USGA legal

+/- 1 yard accuracy to 
700 yards

Waterproof

Fog Mode

SELECTABLE RETICLES

Circle-cross 
Reticle

Cross 
Reticle

Circle Reticle

GX-6c  Rangefinder Actual 
Magnification

Maximum Range (yds) Obj. 
Aperture

Weight 
(oz)

Length 
(in) Battery Life Part Number UPC Code

Reflective Trees Pin/Flag

6x22 6x 800 550 450 22mm 8.0 4.0 < 4,000 actuations 178764 030317024963
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